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Message from the Chair
Respectfully submitted,
Cathy Still
Chair, McCreary Centre Society
As we approach another McCreary Annual General
Meeting it is time to reflect on the past year and anticipate the coming year with great optimism. As more
and more organizations develop policies depending
on McCreary for reliable information, the regard for
McCreary is expanding. At the heart of McCreary are
all of the people who collaborate to conduct research,
produce reports, facilitate workshops, publish materials and educate through presentations. I am forever
impressed with the integrity, commitment, compassion, cooperation and skill of the people who do all
of this. Below is an outline of the accomplishments
of McCreary this year.
• reviewed and upgraded the Strategic Plans, the
roles of the staff and the Board of Directors
• reviewed financial policies including budgets and
accounting in order to strengthen the long term
viability of McCreary
• developed a specific Strategic Plan and time line
for 2013 AHS V
• updated our Society designation with the merger
of the McCreary Foundation and McCreary
Society
• continued to engage youth in “Next Step” workshops in many communities across the province
• completed a report for the Federal Youth Justice
Department on youth victimization
• completed research and published a report for the
Provincial Government “Making the Right Connections - Promoting positive mental health among BC youth”
• continued work in a community research partnership with PLEA and Douglas College
• presented numerous research reports - for example youth engagement in policy development,
presented in New York and England, and PLEA
research presented in Montreal and Ottawa
• completed numerous project evaluations for other
non profit organizations

• participated in a plethora of research projects, too
numerous to mention here, - please check out the
web site www.mcs.bc.ca
• continued to work with students from Simon
Fraser, UBC, Douglas College and Langara College
• continued work on Raven’s Children projects in
cooperation with Aboriginal communities
• supported the YAC team from McCreary in their
ongoing youth leadership projects
• reviewed and updated policies regarding youth
transportation
The true value of any organization is the people who
work and represent that organization. By this standard, McCreary is indeed a very wealthy Society. Too
often, the public is unaware of the many contributions made by the people who do the day to day work.
Congratulations to our McCreary team on their many
accomplishments this year.
McCreary is now at a crossroad. We are in a position
to be able to plan long term and to that end the staff
and Board have been actively involved in developing strategic plans. We have established high quality
relationships with all of our stakeholders including
the federal, provincial and municipal governments,
many non profit organizations as well as many individual members in communities around the province. Furthermore, McCreary is widely recognized by
many organizations outside of Canada for the quality of the research, the youth involvement programs
and as a source for reliable and relevant information
concerning youth health. We are very proud of our
organization and our contributions to improve youth
health.
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Message from the
Executive Director
When I sat down to write this introduction I started
to think about the year’s major achievements and
milestones. It seemed like so much has happened that
I was stuck for what to pick out. Should I focus on
the interest generated by our recent report into positive mental health; talk about engaging youth in the
Adolescent Health Survey (AHS) through drama, art
and poetry; talk about new partnerships and collaborations from Saudi Arabia to Surrey; or focus on our
increasing role as an independent evaluator of youth
programs?
Thinking about all these projects and recalling the
many hours of planning, dedication, good humour
and hard graft that went into them, I came to the
conclusion that perhaps instead the focus should be
on the creative, passionate and motivated team that
make it all happen.
Over the last few years, McCreary has built up a
strong and dedicated staff team. The stability of a
few multi-year contracts has enabled us to attract and
retain people on a slightly more secure footing than
was previously possible. With this security we have
been able to build a depth of skills, creativity, experience and team spirit. Yet with no permanent source
of funding all this remains constantly in jeopardy.
I have had many conversations with other leaders in
this sector about the number of times we lose fantastic staff because we cannot get guaranteed funding
beyond a year, or beyond a pilot or beyond when
their next rent check is due. We all dance for joy
when we get three years funding, and do not even
dare to dream of models such as the European Social
Fund which provides project funding in 7 year cycles.
Instead we spend the first 6 months of our 3 year
program hiring and training someone and the last
6 trying to keep them and keep the program going.
Often we have to do this by repackaging a successful
program or a project, not based on what have been
the lessons learned over the past 3 years but based on
what the current hot topic in youth health might be.
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It is with this in mind that I give my heartfelt thanks
to the staff at McCreary for sticking with us through
short term contracts, periods of reduced hours and
the uncertainty that comes with work in this sector.
All of them started on a temporary project-based
contract, all of them have stuck with it because
they believed in the work, all of them I am sure
have worried about whether they will still have a job
at some point if this or that grant does not come
through, and all of them make coming to work a
pleasure and a delight. Together they have made this
another successful year as they have worked together
to improve youth health in British Columbia.
I also know that as we start to ramp up our preparations for the next AHS in 2013, these same staff who
toil away to make their own projects a success will
drop everything to help their colleagues and to ensure
the job gets done. We will have Post Doc’s sharpening
pencils, University professors labelling and delivering
boxes of surveys, youth project workers doing data
entry runs, and somehow the charity that McCreary
founder Dr. Roger Tonkin calls “The Little Engine
that would” will get it all done.

With sincere thanks,
Annie Smith
Executive Director

Youth Advisory
Council Report
What a busy year it has been for the YAC! One of
the things the YAC focused on this year is to get
more involved in McCreary research projects. The
members participated in a focus group in preparation for McCreary’s youth victimization report,
created a youth-friendly pamphlet of McCreary’s
positive mental health report, as well as provided
input in the organization’s strategic planning process.
In April, a training session was held to give new and
old members alike an in-depth review of the AHS.
After a summer of hard work, the YAC, with the help
of our summer student Katherine Lam, developed
an AHS development workshop that’s ready to be
offered to the community. This YACshop has been
piloted and will be facilitated by YAC members.
In addition to being engaged in McCreary projects,
the YAC has been actively involved in the community. Although the YAC didn’t receive enough funding to host the B4 conference this year, we have been
involved in other youth led events. In March, two
members applied and received funding to attend the
Ignite and Unite conference in Ottawa and brought
back enriching insights on youth poverty. At other
times throughout the year, members have attended
various health fairs at secondary schools such as
Templeton and Vancouver Technical. More recently,
we participated in the development of the evaluation
survey for the City of Vancouver’s citizenU program.
Throughout this year, the McCreary staff and YAC
alumni members have provided a tremendous
amount of support and dedication in inspiring youth
engagement and helping the YAC achieve personal
growth. With the success of a community recruitment drive, the council has had 18 members through
2010-2011. A big thank you to two long time YAC
members, Hilda Tran and Lily Zhou, who have left us
this year to further their academic interests. We will
miss you greatly and wish you best of luck in all your
future endeavours!

Lucy Shen
Youth Advisory Council Member

Coming Soon
Raven’s Children III
Work on Raven’s Children III, a report about the health
of Aboriginal youth, has begun. The report is based
on responses from youth who identified as Aboriginal in the 2008 AHS, and draws upon trends from the
2003 and 1998 surveys as well. The report is guided
by an advisory committee composed of a diverse
group of Aboriginal health promotion workers and
professionals across BC. The final report will also
include reactions to the data from Aboriginal youth
and adults in communities throughout the province.
Raven’s Children III will be published in January 2012.

And more reports…
Also well underway are two other reports which will
be published over the next few months. The first looks
at the health of youth with experience of government
care, with an emphasis on what is present in the lives
of youth who are doing well despite the challenges
in their lives. Like Raven’s Children III, the report is
guided by an advisory committee of experts. It will
be launched at McCreary’s Annual General Meeting
in November.
Analyses have also started on a much anticipated
report about youth who have self harmed. Many
people were surprised when the AHS results showed
that 17% of youth had deliberately hurt or injured
themselves without the intention of killing themselves. This report considers risk and protective
factors for self harm and also for suicide attempts
among youth who self harm. It is scheduled for
release in March 2012.
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Recent reports
Moving in the Right Direction
This year saw the release of two new reports based
on data from the 2008 AHS. In January, McCreary
released its first report about exercise and physical
activity among BC youth, entitled Moving in the Right
Direction. The findings were primarily positive, with
more youth regularly exercising and participating
in sports, dance and aerobics than ten years before.
There were benefits to participation, and regular
involvement was linked to positive mental health,
nutrition and body image, higher rates of injury
prevention behaviours, and lower rates of using some
substances.

These and other McCreary reports are available
free to download on our websie, www.mcs.bc.ca.

However, the report also identified some youth at risk
for not getting involved in regular physical activity
including new Canadians, and youth who are lesbian,
gay or bisexual, living in poverty, or working more
than 20 hours a week.

For both of these reports, McCreary hosted a series
of online presentations. The presentations were wellattended, particularly by health and education professionals, and additional presentations had to be scheduled to meet demand.

Making the Right
Connections

Making the Right Connections has been particularly wellreceived. The release of the report was accompanied
by a youth friendly fact sheet created by McCreary’s
YAC, and 8 facts sheets focusing on the mental health
of different groups of young people.

In May, McCreary published Making the Right Connections, an overview of the mental health of BC youth,
with a focus on some groups that are particularly at
risk for not developing positive mental health. This
report also includes information provided by over
600 BC youth who took part in 46 focus groups to
discuss how to improve youth mental health in this
province.
Although we found overall high levels of self-esteem
and a reduction in suicidal thoughts and attempts,
there were some groups of youth who were facing
obstacles to achieving positive mental health. As with
the previous report, youth who identified as lesbian,
gay or bisexual, or who were living in poverty were
particularly at risk. Furthermore, over half of youth
with a mental or emotional health condition had
not accessed necessary support in the past year. The
report also highlighted protective factors associated
with positive mental health. These included the presence of having supportive adults, having a sense of
skill or competence and being engaged in activities.
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Promoting Positive Mental
Health Among Youth in
Transition
McCreary recently completed Promoting Positive Mental
Health Among Youth in Transition: A literature review,
which looked at community-based programs that
promote positive mental health among youth in transitions into and out of adolescence. Althought the
review found that many programs currently operating are small in scale and have not yet been effectively
evaluated, a number of key elements emerged among
those that have been rigorously evaluated.
The most successful programs were those that
included youth in all elements of development and
delivery, were evidence based, sustainable, included
families, provided meals, included multiple partners
and built community capacity.

AHS IV Next Steps
McCreary has continued to take the results of the
2008 BC Adolescent Health Survey back to youth in
schools and communities across BC through Next
Steps workshops.
The Next Steps is a program to engage young people
in McCreary research results. The AHS IV Next Steps
offers young people the opportunity to comment on
the health needs of youth in their region, discuss risk
and protective factors and develop projects which
improve youth health.
One highlight of this year’s program was a film project
in Creston, where 100 students from 3 elementary
schools worked together to create short films about
local youth health issues. The films covered topics as
diverse as the need to wear bike helmets, reducing
bullying, and the possible consequences of cigarette
smoking.
A community film night was held at the high school
they will all attend this Fall, as part of the project’s
aim to ease the transition from elementary school.
In addition to showing their films, youth took the
opportunity to share their thoughts and ideas to
improve youth health with their parents, teachers,
school administrators, youth workers and public
health nurses. (These films, along with many others
made as part of the Next Steps can be viewed at
www.reelyouth.ca.)
Other highlights included a Grand Forks Next
Steps project, where Grade 7 students from several
different elementary schools in the area participated
in a day long workshop that was co-facilitated by
local high school students. The students’ key issues
and suggestions for improving youth health were
then presented to local professionals and community
members and have been incorporated into local
program planning.

Three communities on the Sunshine Coast, Gibsons,
Sechelt and Pender-Harbour, hosted a half-day
Next Steps workshop to discuss local youth health
issues. Feedback from each of these workshops
was compiled into a community report which was
presented to a regional youth advisory council.
The council is currently working with youth in the
three communities to organize an art-based project
designed to further the discussion. Their project is
slated to begin this fall.

“

Youth’s Feedback on the Next Steps

“I think that it was interesting that we got
to say what we wanted to say and it will be
taken seriously.”
“I learned I need good friends.”
“I learned there is a lot I can do.”
“I learned a lot about different people’s
views, opinions and experiences.”

”

Priority youth health issues as identified by
Grade 7 students
»» Bullying - Schools need more and earlier
bullying interventions.
»» Peer pressure - Teach youth how to combat peer
pressure.

»» Youth need an adult to talk to about their problems Offer greater access to confidential counseling
and adult support.
»» Sexual health - Students need access to accurate
information about sexual health.
»» Extracurricular activities - Students need
increased access to out-of-school activities and
greater variety
»» Transitions to high school - Students worry about
transitioning to high school. Events where
they can meet older students from the high
school are helpful in reducing anxiety.
»» Shelter for youth - Small communities need
shelters for youth who are homeless, couch
surfing, at risk of homelessness or having
trouble at home.
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Positive mental health
Next Steps toolkit
A workshop toolkit based on McCreary’s latest report
on positive mental health, Making the right connections,
was created to assist teachers, youth workers and
other adults who work with youth to facilitate their
own Next Steps workshop. The positive mental
health Next Steps is modeled after the AHS Next
Steps, which has been delivered to hundreds of
students across BC. The workshop is designed to
engage youth in the results of the report, to introduce risk and protective factors and to explore ways
to promote positive mental health among youth in
their own community.
The toolkit contains everything needed to facilitate
a workshop. A number of modifications are offered
to allow facilitators to tailor the workshop to the
interests of different youth groups and to allow them
to facilitate the workshop in either one or two class
periods. The toolkit is accompanied by a PowerPoint
trivia game based on the findings of the report. To
download the toolkit and an accompanying trivia
game, visit our website at www.mcs.bc.ca.

Back page/
Front stage
McCreary has long been using the arts as a way of
engaging young people in research results and as a
platform for reaching young people.
This year we took our first venture into the world
of theatre, when former employee Alison Murray
returned to lead the Back page/Front stage project.
At the end of each McCreary survey is a page where
young people can write anything that they would
like about youth health in the province, their own
health or their thoughts about the survey. Over 3,000
youth in Grade 7-12 took the opportunity to share
their ideas in this way on the 2008 BC AHS and we
wanted to honor that, and share the rich information
provided by these youth.
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Quotes from the back page formed the basis of a
theatre workshop which brought these quotes back
to youth and gave a real face to the statistics from the
survey. As one youth who participated in the workshop said “Some quotes were almost me but some were very
different.” Another reported. “I didn’t know what some
people are going through…[I want to] be able to help other
people and put ideas out in the world.”
As part of the project youth got the opportunity to
read what other young people had to say about health
and to consider their own priorities. They also got
the chance to play the role of adult decision makers
hearing the youth quotes.
Feedback from the project showed that this was
a fun, interactive and effective way of reaching a
youth audience. In addition to creating new positive
peer connections, the project also inspired several
participants to want to improve youth health in their
community.

“

Youth’s Feedback on
Back page/Front stage

“The drama games were lots of fun…you
could find at least a couple of quotes you
could relate to.”
“I learned to be more thoughtful of other
youth’s opinions and responses.”
“It was fun.”

”

Community Research
Partnerships
The community research partnership between
McCreary, PLEA Community Services Society, and
Douglas College’s Faculty of Child, Family and
Community Studies continues to generate exciting
research projects and yield interesting results.
McCreary’s large-scale three year evaluation of PLEA
Community Services has entered its final year, and has
involved Douglas College students in every aspect of
the project from data entry and analyses to the presentation of results.
Students who have completed their research practicum at McCreary have had the opportunity to
present their research findings alongside McCreary
staff at local and international conferences, including
PLEA and Douglas College’s Creating Hope, Building
Resiliency conference in Vancouver (June, 2011), and
at the Society for Research in Child Development (SRCD)
conference in Montreal (April, 2011).
For details about specific student projects, please see
the “Students” section of this report.

Program Evaluation
Throughout the year, McCreary continued to expand
its role as an independent program evaluator for
organizations in BC. In addition to evaluations
of a number of PLEA programs, current evaluations focus on several housing programs funded by
the Vancouver Foundation, as well as the City of
Vancouver’s citizenU initiative. For further information about McCreary’s evaluation services, please
contact maya@mcs.bc.ca.

Planning for the AHS V is underway!
If you are aged 13-19 and would like
to take part in a by-youth for-youth
consultation to provide input into the
Adolescent Health Survey V, please contact
us at: AHSV@mcs.bc.ca.

Practicum student Joan Spence
PLEA/Douglas College/McCreary Research Partnership

Students
McCreary Student Group
The Student Research Group continues to play an
active role in guiding and assisting students who use
McCreary survey data for their thesis or dissertation studies. The bi-monthly student group meetings
provided research training and opportunities for the
group members to present and share their research
work with other students and McCreary staff.
Current student members are from a variety of
disciplines, including psychology, nursing, social
work, education, and public health. This year, three
members successfully defended their theses. Kallista
Bell-Karjala, a SFU Master’s degree student examined risk and protective factors of suicide behaviour
among lesbian, gay and bisexual youth; Stephanie
Callaghan, a UBC Master’s degree student explored
the functions of pregnancy in the lives of BC street
involved young women; and Aviva Laye-Gindhu, a
Doctoral student from UBC investigated non-suicidal
self-injury among street-involved adolescents.
Bonnie Miller published an article based on her undergraduate honour’s thesis, in which she evaluated the
implications of the law of increase in age for sexual
consent in Canada. This was the first study of its
kind in Canada. It was co-authored by Dr. David Cox
(SFU professor and McCreary board member) and
Dr. Elizabeth Saewyc (McCreary Research Director),
and published in the Canadian Journal of Human
Sexuality. Gina Martin presented her construction of
a regional adolescent health and wellness index for
BC youth at the 2010 Canadian Public Health Association conference.
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Student Practica
In addition to the student group, McCreary has been
pleased to welcome students on practicum from
Douglas College and Langara College. In the past
year, three Douglas College students from the Faculty
of Child, Family and Community Studies completed
a practicum at McCreary. Two students analyzed
PLEA and AHS data to gain a better understanding
of youth who have experienced precarious housing,
as well as protective factors associated with healthy
outcomes among this group of youth. Another
student examined school victimization and its link to
suicidal ideation.
Four students from the Langara College School
of Nursing completed their research practicum at
McCreary. The students’ main focus was to generate
community-friendly fact sheets on topics that would
be of interest to health professionals such as public
health nurses, as well as to educators, government
officials, and others working with and for youth.
During this process, the students familiarized themselves with the 2008 AHS, researched their topic
area, became familiar with the database, and learned
how to analyze the data and to write up the results.
One set of students produced a fact sheet on body
weight issues while the other set produced a fact
sheet on youth who are bullied, thus contributing to
McCreary’s dissemination of our most recent AHS.

For a free download of these and other fact sheets,
visit our website, www.mcs.bc.ca.
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Treasurer’s report
This year saw us secure funding from more diverse
sources including: the provincial & federal governments, local banks & credit unions, other not for
profits and private foundations. By attracting revenue
from such a variety of sources, the Society was able
to continue to operate, and to overcome the financial
burden of being denied gaming funding.
Although gaming funding was later partially reinstated on appeal, a number of youth-led projects
which were previously funded by gaming had to be
scaled back. As we were not able to find additional
financial support for the YAC to facilitate their
annual B4 youth health conference (despite their tireless attempts to secure funding from other sources)
the conference was regrettably cancelled.
Despite the challenges, the Society ended the year
with a modest surplus and sincere thanks are again
due to Jim Li for his thorough, diligent and dedicated
work as McCreary’s book keeper. The stewardship of
our executive director Annie Smith was also vital to
managing through the budgetary induced operational
complexities that resulted.

Respectfully submitted,
Troy Peart
Treasurer

YAC members attended the 7th Annual Art on the Farm
event in the Columbia Valley

Research Director’s
Report
During the past year, not only have we presented the
results of our research to a wide range of community,
academic, professional and government audiences,
but Annie and I have also represented McCreary
in providing provincial, national and international
consultations around adolescent health surveillance
and monitoring, on topics such as sexual health,
tobacco use, alcohol and other drug use, positive mental health, youth engagement, youth with
disabilities and chronic conditions, and child health
indicators. As we’re gearing up for the next Adolescent Health Survey in 2013 and seeking funding for
our special population surveys (e.g. street-involved
youth), I’ve also been working with doctoral students
and postdoctoral fellows to evaluate the performance
of our existing survey questions, especially those
that form scales or indices. These complex analyses
have been summarized in technical reports about
our surveys, for different sub-groups of youth in the
population.
Over the past year, we’ve had several collaborations
with a number of faculty and postdoctoral fellows.
Dr. Linda Rose-Krasnor from Brock University and
the Centre of Excellence on Youth Engagement
completed a series of analyses around the quality of
youth engagement and youth well-being. Dr. Bonnie
Leadbeater (Uvic) conducted analyses around bullying in rural areas. Dr. Weihong Chen, postdoctoral
fellow from UBC, has completed analyses around
help-seeking among East Asian adolescents, and Dr.
Louise Masse (UBC) is leading a study of nutrition
and physical activity. We have also been collaborating with Dr. Jane Buxton of the BC CDC on a study
of resilience factors that prevent injection drug use,
as well as with Dr. Curren Warf and Dr. Ashleigh
Roberts of BC Children’s Hospital and Dr. Mark
Gilbert of the BC CDC on a study of risky sexual
behaviours and chlamydia. We have also hosted an
adolescent medicine fellow from Saudi Arabia, Dr.
Saud Al-Omar, who is developing an adolescent
health survey for his country.
The ongoing partnership with the Stigma and Resilience Among Vulnerable Youth Consortium (SARAVYC) produced several projects including a study
examining the extent that suicide attempts, problem

substance use, and teen pregnancy can be attributed
to violence; an analysis of risk and protective factors
for problem substance use among Asian LGB youth;
and trends in sexual orientation identity and harassment. Other continuing analyses include a study
comparing the experiences of Korean street youth
with those in BC, the link between anti-homophobia policies and LGB youth health outcomes, and a
Centre for Menstrual Cycle and Ovulation Research
study focused on how stigma might influence
menstruation.
Finally, you never know where McCreary research
will have influence! The 2006 report Building Resilience in Vulnerable Youth has been linked to a recent
change in Minnesota laws. The new law has moved
away from a punishment approach to youth who are
sexually exploited and recommends exploited youth
receive services to support healthy youth development, with a portion of fines levied on exploitative adults to be used to support such programs.
McCreary’s longstanding commitment to research on
protective factors contributed some of the evidence
that eventually led to this major change in protecting
adolescents.

Respectfully submitted,
Dr. Elizabeth Saewyc
Research Director

Library
Thanks to the efforts and skill of McCreary volunteer librarian, Selena Tang, McCreary’s library is
up and running again. The library is an in-house
library which holds a collection of more than 2800
catalogued items. The format includes books, journals, brochures, pamphlets and reports from various organizations. The information available in the
library is primarily focused on youth health, ranging
from street youth, First Nations to LGBT. In addition, the library serves as an archive of the Society’s
publications and annual reports.
For further information and enquiries, please email
librarian@mcs.bc.ca.
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Presentations
In addition to the presentations mentioned throughout this report, we have also been engaging a variety
of audiences across the globe in our research results.
Whilst nothing beats the opportunity to have an
in-person dialogue about the findings, the use of
webinar has not only allowed us to reach a wider
audience but also to reach those who are genuinely
interested in McCreary research but cannot afford
the travel or the time to attend in-person presentations.
This year many of our presentations took place from
the McCreary Board room but we also took the
results to communities across BC, as well as places as
diverse as England, New York and Ottawa.
A few examples of presentations are listed below.
Peled, M. PLEA programs for high-risk youth with drug
addictions. Oral presentation at Justice Canada’s
Roundtable Meeting on Substance Abuse Treatment
for Youth in Conflict with the Law, Ottawa, Ontario.
Peled, M. School bullying among BC youth: Risks and protective factors. Oral presentation at the Creating Hope,
Building Resiliency conference, Vancouver, BC.
Stewart, D. Taking stock of youth well being. Oral presentation at the Moving from talk to action: Youth
health in BC Conference, Vancouver, BC.
Stewart, D. Making the right connections: Promoting positive mental health among BC youth. Oral presentation at
Human Services Articulation, Douglas College, New
Westminster, BC.
Peled, M., Spence, J., Smith, A., & Agg, T. Youth
gang-involvement: Correlates and protective factors. Poster
presented at the Biennial Meeting of the Society for
Research in Child Development (SRCD), Montreal,
Quebec.
Turpel-Lafond, M-E, Wong, M., & Smith, A. Treat Us
Like We Matter: The Role of Youth in Measuring and Telling their Stories about Health and Well-being. Oral presentation at International Child Indicators Conference,
York, England.
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Academic publications
Available upon request
In addition to our community reports and fact
sheets, several abstracts and papers that include
McCreary data have been published in professional
journals. These include:
Smith, A., Peled, M., Leadbeater, B., & Clark, N.
(2010). Transitions to adulthood for vulnerable youth in
British Columbia. Relational Child and Youth Care
Practice, 23(2), 16-22.
Wong S, Homma Y, Saewyc E, Johnson J. (2010).
The unmet health needs of East Asian high-school students:
Are homestay students at risk? Canadian Journal of
Public Health, 101(3), 241-245.
Miller B., Cox D., Saewyc E. (2010). Age of sexual
consent laws in Canada: Population-based evidence for law
and policy. Canadian Journal of Human Sexuality,
19(3), 105-119.
Saewyc, E.M. (2011). Research on adolescent sexual orientation: Development, health disparities, stigma and resilience.
Journal of Research on Adolescence, 21(1), 256-272.
Saewyc E, Konishi C, Poon C, Smith A. (2011).
Is it safer to be gay in high school today? Trends in sexual
orientation identity and harassment in Canada. Journal of
Adolescent Health, 48, S8-S9.
Friedman MS, Marshal MP, Guadamuz TE, Wei C,
Saewyc E, Wong CF, & Stall R. (2011). A meta-analysis to examine disparities in childhood sexual abuse, parental
physical abuse, and peer victimization among sexual minority
and non-sexual minority individuals. American Journal of
Public Health, 101(81), 1481-1494.
Homma Y, Chen W, Poon C, & Saewyc EM. (in
press). Sexual orientation and substance use among East
Asian high school students in British Columbia. Journal of
Child and Adolescent Substance Abuse.
Poon C., Saewyc E., Chen, W. (in press). Enacted
stigma, problem substance use, and protective factors among
Asian sexual minority youth in British Columbia. Canadian Journal of Community Mental Health.

Meet the Board
Tara Chang is Coordinator for the Department

of Youth Justice, and instructor in Criminology at
Douglas College. Tara joined the Board in 2010.

David Cox is a professor in the Department of

Psychology, Simon Fraser University. David has
been involved with McCreary since 1983 and has
been on the Board of Directors since 2002.

Michelle Hawco (Vice-Chair) is the Director of

Operations at PLEA Community Services. Michelle
joined the Board in 2009.

Opreet Kang (Past Chair) is currently on

McCreary’s Executive Board and has been a
director since 2004. Opreet is an Industry Training
Specialist for the BC Construction Industry Training
Organization (BC CITO), and is a former member
of McCreary’s Youth Advisory Council (YAC).

Members of McCreary`s Board of Directors, Youth Advisory
Council and staff met to develop the Society`s Strategic Plan.

Frances Kolotyluk is a retired Elementary

Cathy Still is the current Chair of the Board and

Patricia Mauch (Co-Secretary) is another past

Suzanne Vardy has been a director since 2009.

School Counsellor and health education curriculum
consultant, who was elected to the Board in 2008.
chair of the Board and is a retired Public Health
Nurse. Pat has played many roles on the Board and
has been a director since 1998.

Anik Muhuri (YAC Representative) joined the

Board in 2010. Anik is a student at the University
of British Columbia and a member of McCreary’s
Youth Advisory Council (YAC). Anik is one of two
YAC representatives on the Board.

has been a director since 2003. Cathy is a retired
School Counsellor.

Suzanne is Coordinator, Student Safety & Child
Abuse Prevention at the Burnaby School District.

Hannah Varto (Co-Secretary) joined the Board
in 2007. She is a Family Nurse Practitioner and
works at Vancouver Coastal Health as the Clinical
Practice Leader for the Child and Youth Program,
which is part of public health services for children
and youth in Vancouver.

Troy Peart (Treasurer) has been a director

since 2007 and is a Regional Financial Planning
Consultant for RBC Royal Bank.

Susan Rabinovitz joined the Board in 2009.
Susan is a Consultant.

Lucy Shen (YAC Representative) has been

a director since 2008. Lucy is a student at the
University of British Columbia and a member of
McCreary’s Youth Advisory Council (YAC). Lucy is
one of two YAC representatives on the Board.
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The support of government, business and community members is critical as we look toward funding more
priority initiatives, conducting future research and implementing community-based youth leadership projects.
McCreary needs your support to ensure that we can continue to address the unmet health needs of young
people and their communities.
I would like to contribute to McCreary Centre Society:
Name ............................................................

Address........................................................................

Postal Code ......................... Phone Number ............................................ Email ..........................................
Enclosed, please find my donation of:
					
Please send donations & forms to:
McCreary Centre Society
3552 Hastings Street East
Vancouver, BC V5K 2A7

$50
$150

$75

$100

Other _____

A tax receipt will be issued to acknowledge your generosity.
Registered Charity
#1294218632 RR0001
Thank you for making a difference in the lives of young people in BC.
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